
Year 9 to 10 
Travel and Tourism 

Summer Transition Work



Task 1: Airport codes

Airports have 3 letter codes recognised across the world so all
airlines recognise them and don’t land in the wrong place, for example
Toronto Canada is YYZ. Complete the sheet below to show which
airport each code refers to, where the airport is located and how
many passengers passed through the airport in 2022.

What codes do different airports use around the world?

Key terms: Civil aviation authority, airport, pilot, code, YYZ



Three Letter IATA Code
Full Name of Airport Country Passengers in 2022

ATL

SYD

BKK

ORD

MAD

AMS



ICN

MCO

MEL

YYZ

MIA

BCN

BOM



Task 2: Tourist sites

An important aspect of travel and tourism is having knowledge
of tourist attractions in different parts of the world. Using
the table below write a list of 5 or more tourist attractions
found in each of the continents. Antarctica isn’t included due
to mostly being ice and penguins and not much in the way of
actual tourist attractions.

Where do people visit around the world?

Key terms: Visitor attraction, tourist attraction, culture, history



Page objective

Key terms: Insert some key words

Europe Africa Asia North
America

South
America

Oceania



Task 3: Continents and oceans

Geographical knowledge is key to successful travel, label the 
oceans and continents on the world map

What are the continents and oceans?

Key terms: Continent, ocean, Europe, Atlantic, Pacific





Timezones
As we travel around the
world we will see that there
are different timezones,
which means in London we
are ‘ahead’ of America but
‘behind’ Australia, due to the
way they are worked out, so
at 12PM in London it would
be 7AM in Washington DC,
USA but 9PM in Sydney,
Australia.

What time is it somewhere else?

Key terms: Timezone, Greenwich, jetlag



Task 4: What are we doing?
Complete the table to show when you would be completing your normal tasks
compared to what the time would be in different parts of the world.

1. Complete the first column to show your daily routine

2. Complete the second column to show a time you would complete each activity

3. Completed the fourth column by working out the time difference between
the UK and the country in the third column. There are websites that will
help with this task.

4. Complete the final column to show what you would be doing at that time in
the UK.

How do timezones change in different locations?

Key terms: Timezone, Greenwich, jetlag



Daily routine Time Country Overseas Time What would you be doing 
compared to  UK time. 

Wake up 7:00am
Sydney, Australia 5:00pm (11 hours ahead of UK) Doing my homework

Tokyo, Japan

Rome, Italy

Bangkok, Thailand

Los Angeles, USA

New York, USA

New Delhi, India

Reykjavik, Iceland


